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ANNUAL REVIEWS offers a comprehensive electronic collection of all available 
Annual Reviews Sciences Collection back volumes, with content spanning the 
Biomedical, Life, Physical, and Social Sciences. 
 
The Annual Reviews Electronic Back Volume Collection (EBVC) provides the ideal 
way to build an institution’s online collection by supplementing existing Annual 
Reviews subscriptions. Providing access to back volumes within the Annual 
Reviews Sciences Collection from 1932-2006, the Annual Reviews Electronic 

Back Volume Collection is an investment worth making.  

ANNUAL REVIEWS ELECTRONIC BACK VOLUME COLLECTION JOURNALS 
Coverage within the EBVC includes the following journals (first year of publication in 
parenthesis): 
 
•   Anthropology (1972)    •   Materials Research (1971) 
•   Astronomy and Astrophysics (1963)   •   Medicine (1950) 
•   Biochemistry (1932)    •   Microbiology (1947) 
•   Biomedical Engineering (1999)   •   Neuroscience (1978) 
•   Biophysics (1972)    •   Nuclear and Particle Science (1952)  
•   Cell and Developmental Biology (1985)   •   Nutrition (1981)  
•   Clinical Psychology (2005)    •   Pharmacology and Toxicology (1961) 
•   Computer Science (1986-1990)   •   Physical Chemistry (1950) 
•   Earth and Planetary Sciences (1973)   •   Physiology (1939) 
•   Ecology, Evolution, and Systematics (1970)  •   Phytopathology (1963) 
•   Entomology (1956)    •   Plant Biology (1950) 
•   Environment and Resources (1976)   •   Political Science (1998) 
•   Fluid Mechanics (1969)    •   Psychology (1950) 
•   Genetics (1967)     •   Public Health (1980) 
•   Genomics and Human Genetics (2000)  •   Sociology (1975) 
•   Immunology (1983)     
•  Law and Social Science (2005)      

ADVANTAGES OF EBVC: 
•   Permanent data rights to the 
     back volumes for your institution 

•   Immediate Online Access to 
     1,000+ volumes, comprising over 
     25,000 critical and authoritative 
     review articles 

•   Color figures, charts, tables and 
     cited literature – available via 
     full-text, searchable PDFs 

•   COUNTER compliant usage 
     statistics 

•   Zero maintenance fees 
 

ABOUT ANNUAL REVIEWS: 
Annual Reviews is a nonprofit 
organization dedicated to helping 
scientists the world over cope with 
the ever-increasing volume of 
scientific research and data in a 
growing number of disciplines. 
 
Since the publication of the first 
Annual Review of Biochemistry in 
1932, Annual Reviews has brought 
to its readers the best in 
comprehensive and affordable 
scientific review literature. These 
journals have become an 
indispensable part of the 
development of many disciplines. 
 
Annual Reviews journals are 
published each year, in print and 
online, in 40 focused disciplines in 
the Biomedical, Life, Physical, and 
Social Sciences. Annual Reviews 
journals are available to 
institutions, libraries, and consortia 
worldwide. 

To access  this dynamic electronic collection of knowledge, please go to: 
www.annualreviews.org.  
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